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Abstract: Frequent severe floods have caused great losses to urban safety and the economy, which
raises high requirements for the efficiency and effectiveness of emergency rescue. Due to the flood
characteristics, flood rescue requires a more rapid responder and decision-making compared with
other kinds of disaster rescue. In recent years, aviation emergency rescue (AER) has attracted much
attention for flood applications. In order to evaluate the effectiveness of AER for flood disasters, the
present study proposes a conceptual model of helicopter AER scheduling and develops a simulation
system of helicopter AER scheduling using multiple agents. Seven elements are considered in the
conceptual model: helicopters, the command-and-control center, temporary take-off/landing points,
mission demand points, resettlement points, loading points, and unloading points. Furthermore,
process-oriented and object-oriented scheduling rules are developed as the general guide for schedul-
ing. In order to efficiently simulate and evaluate an AER mission (assisting the decision maker), the
simulation system is designed with multiple agents and a user interface, which can quickly load
mission settings, run the simulation, and collect data for further evaluation. A standardized mission
makespan is adopted as the evaluation index. Based on that, the minimum integrated index can
be derived to finally assess the different rescue schemes and choose the best. In the case study, the
comparison results indicate that the rescue efficiency of large helicopters (Mi-26 in the case) could
be limited by the capabilities of loading points and unloading points. This problem is solved by
scheduling small/medium-size helicopters to transfer the personnel. Alternately, two types of heli-
copters can be used: one for passenger transfer and the other for goods/material transfer. Anyway,
the analyses in the case study illustrate the correlation between effectiveness and scheduling, which
demonstrates the significance of decision-making. By using the proposed scheduling and modeling
methods, the simulation system can be served as a convenient decision-making support tool for
practical rescue applications.

Keywords: flood disaster; aviation emergency management (AER); helicopter scheduling; modelling
and simulation (M&S); multi-scheme comparison; effectiveness evaluation

1. Introduction

In recent years, frequent floods have occurred in many cities in China, and about
2/3 of China’s land area has been threatened [1–4]. Since July 2021, flood disasters caused
by the rare extreme heavy rainfall have caused more than tens of billions of losses and
endangered extensive people’s lives in Henan and Shanxi provinces of China [5]. Different
from other disasters, flood disaster usually causes serious asset damage and potentially
severe impact on public health with higher frequency. The scale of flood disasters varies
from small and medium floods to severe floods. During severe floods, immediate and
accurate decision-making enables to approach to effective rescue in reality [6]. In addition,
the effectiveness of emergency rescue in flood disasters is closely related to the allocation
of rescue resources and the efficiency of rescue missions [7,8].
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China’s flood disaster emergency rescue is led by the Ministry of Emergency Manage-
ment (MEM), with widespread aviation rescue teams from governments and collaborating
societies [9,10]. When severe flooding happens, various disaster responders can be de-
ployed for rescue, such as helicopters, troops, and police. The command-and-control
center makes decisions and commands using the updated monitor information. In ur-
ban flood disasters, the main types of rescue missions include (but are not limited to)
transfers of personnel, goods/material, and large equipment, as well as air patrols and
monitoring, etc. [11,12].

The lack of reserve plans for an emergency, as well as the destruction of transportation
and communication infrastructure, can strongly limit the immediacy and rapidity of emer-
gency rescue implemented by ground forces [13]. Therefore, compared to other responders,
aviation emergency rescue (AER) (such as the helicopter) has been paid more attention
because of its higher efficiency, faster response, and fewer topographic constraints [14,15].
In the process of flood response, it can improve mission effectiveness and reduce disaster
losses by reasonably deploying and scheduling AER forces [16]. The AER force utilizes
the aviation techniques and equipment, such as helicopters, to handle emergencies and
disasters [17–19]. The issue at hand is how to arrange the number, location, and scheduling
sequence of helicopters for AER under a known disaster situation.

The evaluation of helicopter AER for flood disasters is highly dependent on sub-
jective decision-making and historical data analysis [20]. However, currently, in many
countries/districts, the rescue scenarios for flooding in historical data only involve ground
forces and a few helicopters. Therefore, it is significant to prepare for the various potential
floods but never happened in history, which is in great need all over the world (especially
for developing countries, such as China). In these cases, expert experience and history data
would not be enough in decision-making. To this end, one common solution is to establish
a virtual flood environment, build scheduling models, and simulate different scenarios.
This modeling and simulation (M&S) method has been widely used in emergency rescue,
for example, aircraft scheduling [21,22], medical response [23], and response plan [24]. The
related literature will be discussed more in the next section.

In the emergency rescue research field, there have been some hot research topics, such
as the simulation of the emergency rescue process under different disasters [25–27], the
optimization of rescue resources and personnel evacuation [28,29], and the analysis of
rescue strategies [30]. Though scheduling and strategy optimization has been studied for
AER, it may still be hard for these models to quantify the effectiveness under different
deployment scenarios and scheduling rules. In contrast, hybrid and hierarchical models
are more suitable for the flood-oriented AER because they can integrate the AER processes,
scenario details, and the dynamic resource allocation together, thereby allowing for a rapid
evaluation of mission effectiveness. Therefore, this study will use hybrid and hierarchical
models for the scheduling, simulation, and evaluation of the flood AER.

The present study first proposes a conceptual model of helicopter AER scheduling for
flood disasters, which contains the process and objects involved in emergency rescue. More
specifically, the model describes the scheduling rules for real situations with two types:
process-oriented and object-oriented rules, which fills up the gap of helicopter scheduling
in the process of flood AER. In this specific research area, subject-matter experts have
noticed some severe problems, (A) flood rescue requires rapid decision-making and quick
rescue to reduce potential losses; (B) historical data provide the scenarios of conventional
flood rescue, but AER is rarely involved; (C) it is difficult to assess the effectiveness of
different scenarios when multiple aircraft are considered. The experiences show that the
location and quantity of helicopter deployments and helicopter scheduling rules have a
significant impact on rescue effectiveness; However, this aspect may not be addressed
by only using the math model construction and classic optimization studies. Due to
this, a multi-agent-based simulation system is developed here to cover the helicopter
scheduling during the emergency response: from mission scenario construction to mission
effectiveness evaluation.
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Compared with other kinds of disaster rescue, flood rescue requires more rapid
decision-making because of the flood characteristics: unpredictable behavior, dynamic
nature, great complexity, high frequency, and potentially severe impact on public health in
a large area [31–33]. Therefore, floods usually cannot be fully prevented or predicted with
high accuracy. For uncertain flooding conditions, an innovative hospital evacuation model
was proposed in [6], which can quickly generate the optimal scheduling and sequencing of
a hospital evacuation. However, since flooding could paralyze the local ground transporta-
tion system [34], AER (such as a helicopter) may become the only rescue manner during
the emergency response phase. If different types of helicopters are considered in the AER
system, helicopter scheduling will further increase the complexity of decision-making [35].
To address the mission complexity caused by the variety of helicopters and missions, the
multiple-agent-based M&S is used, which can smoothly perform the required scheduling
functions; Based on that, the helicopter response can be efficiently implemented during the
mission operation.

The simulation system performed here is comprised of multiple agents and a user
interface. They can simulate key elements, rescue requirements, mission scenarios, rescue
helicopter deployment, and the effectiveness evaluation of the whole rescue process. The
rescue process encompasses behaviors and interactions of numerous agents. Combined
with them, the whole operation would be simulated. In addition, the helicopter scheduling
rules are modeled in detail for the interactions with other agents, including the mission
allocation and priority, the mission execution process, and helicopter assignment rules.

In order to validate the availability and practicality of the model and simulation
system, in the case study, the AER effectiveness of different rescue schemes is evaluated by
using the real data from the flood disaster that happened in Wuhan City, Hubei Province in
July 2020 [36]. By combining mission scenarios and helicopter scheduling details, multiple
virtual rescue operations are performed in every helicopter rescue scheme. It is found that
the different schemes perform a large difference in the mission effectiveness, but all of them
can be quickly simulated and operated in the developed simulation system. Furthermore,
the specific procedures of the virtual experiments are performed in the interface during
the simulation. The case study shows that this simulation system can efficiently provide
feasible schemes for decision-making in an AER mission. Finally, an effective evaluation
method is proposed to choose the best rescue scheme for the case study, which considers
different mission types.

In summary, the contributions of the work include: (A) introducing a top-level struc-
ture of the conceptual model for helicopter AER scheduling specific for flood rescue
(Section 3.1); (B) developing the behavior-based scheduling rules as the general guide for
helicopter AER (Section 3.2); (C) developing a multi-agent-based helicopter AER schedul-
ing simulation system for flood based on the conceptual model (Section 4); (D) proposing
an evaluation method for effective evaluation and multi-scheme comparison (Section 4.4);
(E) validating the feasibility and the rapidity of the simulation, the scheme generation and
execution (Section 5).

2. Related Work

This section focuses on the mathematical models and simulation methods studied by
other scholars in this research area. Generally, there are two aspects: Mathematical Models
and Simulation Methods, for Emergency Rescue. The aims of these studies are mostly to
improve the effectiveness of emergency rescue.

2.1. Mathematical Models for Emergency Rescue

Mathematical models for emergency rescue revolve about allocating and scheduling
disaster responders based on an optimization process. These include the multi-objective
optimization of rescue station selection, the identification of the landing points for rescue
helicopters, the spatial optimization of rescue resource deployment, and the data-based
risk decision model for flood disasters. For example, Trivedi and Singh [37] presented a
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hybrid multi-objective decision model for efficiently managing disaster shelter location and
relocation projects, but the evacuation of personnel was considered during the post-disaster
recovery only, not for the emergency response process. Kroh [38] used a mathematical
model and database analysis to select locations that can be used as landing sites for rescue
helicopters; however, the applications of this model may be limited to the mountainous
environment, not to other scenarios. Yao et al. [39] demonstrated the value of spatial
optimization in rescue service management and planning with the proposed bi-objective
model. Jäger [40] developed a Bayesian network that can quantitatively give the effect of
flood disaster risk reduction measures, while Yazdani et al. [29] investigated mathematical
and optimization models to cope with hospital evacuation. These studies were only used
for analysis and decision-making in the warning phase of a disaster and did not cover
rescue mission requirements and helicopter scheduling.

As a crucial issue in AER, effective and safe real-time scheduling can guarantee
the safety of rescue aircraft and improve the efficiency of the emergency rescue [41,42].
Zheng et al. [43] developed a mixed-integer linear programming formulation and identi-
fied near-optimal solutions for aircraft transportation missions. Though they considered
different sizes/complexities of the mission, the coordination of aircraft scheduling between
multiple take-off/landing points were not presented. Miyano et al. [44] proposed a schedul-
ing method of multi-UAV search systems for search during emergencies that considered
data processing but the scheduling method is only for search, not applied for rescue. A few
studies considered emergency rescue decisions. For example, tactical decisions were added
to the resource optimization models, such as the developed optimization model, which
combined disaster preparedness and resource allocation [45].

In summary, the hot topics in this area include resource allocation, aircraft scheduling,
and risk reduction. Although the literature pays much attention to the facility location
and resource allocation decisions based on rescue requirements, the impact of decisions on
AER mission effectiveness for the flood was still rarely reported. One of the main reasons
is that the flood and its rescue appear with much more uncertainty than other kinds of
disaster, especially during the emergency response phase [46]. Moreover, AER activities
are hard to undertake because the infrastructure and equipment of the air industry are
very expensive. Therefore, this paper proposes a general AER mission requirement model
specifically for flood rescue (Section 3). Based on that, in Section 4, a simulation system
is designed and built for the evaluation of different schemes. The schemes in the existing
studies are only about where and how many aircraft are there in the mission. In contrast,
different schemes in our study refer to the different helicopter deployments and different
scheduling operations.

2.2. Simulation Methods for Emergency Rescue

As mentioned, to verify the mathematical model and simulate the complex and un-
certain emergency rescue process, the M&S method is widely used. The common M&S
methods in emergency rescue include discrete event modeling, system dynamics modeling,
agent-based simulations, and hybrid simulations [47,48]. Among them, Sun et al. [49]
introduced a mission model based on a discrete event-activity flow, which enables the
training effectiveness evaluation applicable to general helicopter emergency rescue activi-
ties. However, the research only considered a single helicopter, and no mission allocation
and information sharing was performed. Links et al. [50] and Pagano et al. [51] developed
system dynamics models for predicting post-disaster community function and flood risk
reduction, respectively. Although these studies have achieved the construction of con-
ceptual frameworks and system dynamics models for complex missions, they focused on
measuring the decision-making capacity of stakeholders, such as communities, rather than
the decision-making capacity of rescue schemes or scheduling planning. To reduce casual-
ties during flood evacuation or other emergencies, Vicario et al. [52] and Siyam et al. [53]
employed agent-based models due to the ability to simulate individual decision-making
and social behavior. Though these three simulation studies seem to provide an excellent
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way of addressing the general mission complexity, hybrid simulation (i.e., the M&S ap-
proach that combines two or more modelling methods) is also needed to seek the accuracy
in system performance details at different decision levels. This is because it can be very
difficult to model a comprehensive problem of real-world complex systems by using only
one modelling method [47,54,55].

For aircraft scheduling, some other simulation systems were studied. For example,
Hong et al. [56] proposed simulation-based optimization approaches to minimize the total
scheduled time. Liu et al. [57] developed an agent-based simulation system as proof to
illustrate the feasibility of aircraft scheduling algorithms. The above studies examined the
aircraft scheduling with the takeoff, landing, and maintenance cycles but not for emergency
rescue applications. For the emergency rescue, Hu et al. [41] introduced a scheduling
model for aircraft trajectory in a medical emergency rescue mission, while Xiong et al. [58]
conducted a simulation of helicopter search area planning in maritime search and rescue.

Regarding the response to flood rescue, most of the existing research concentrates on
evacuation planning and optimization. For example, Yazdani et al. [6] developed an integrated
model for evacuation evaluation that combines a flood simulator. To enhance the efficiency of
decision-making, scholars of disaster response [59] proposed a hybrid simulation-optimization
approach for optimal strategies under uncertainty. Whereas these papers are specific for
disaster rescue using ground transportation systems without AER force.

In terms of helicopter rescue, many studies have been conducted based on simulation
methods. For example, Sun et al. [60] proposed a training evaluation model and a virtual
scenario mapping method for helicopter emergency rescue based on virtual simulation.
Also, Dubois et al. [61] conducted several algorithms and experiment simulations to tackle
the issue of resource dispatch over several impacted disaster responders. However, flood
rescue involving multiple helicopters was not considered in the above studies. One the
possible reasons is that the number of helicopters in rescue missions was reduced to save
the computation time for simulation-based optimization. Sadek et al. [62] and Taymour-
tash et al. [63] focused on flood risk analysis and the interaction between helicopters and
the surrounding environment. These papers feature the integrated simulation of multibody
systems but do not consider helicopter schedule. To the best knowledge we have, the
modeling and simulation in AER have not been fully developed for the applications on
helicopter scheduling and effectiveness evaluation in flood disasters, which is the main
motivation of this study.

This paper develops a multi-agent simulation system (in Section 4) for flood rescue
based on the proposed mission requirement model (in Section 3). As a convenient simula-
tion system of helicopter AER scheduling, this simulation system can achieve fast mission
requirement loading, rapid simulation of the rescue process, and efficient evaluation of
rescue solutions.

3. Conceptual Model of Helicopter AER Scheduling

Compared with other disasters, such as earthquakes and forest fires, spreading floods
are the most hazardous, with increasing frequency and high level of uncertainty [64,65].
Following the initial investigations on flood disaster characteristics and helicopter AER
mission requirements, a general model specific to flood rescue is developed here (shown in
Figure 1). This section introduces the general model structure and scheduling rules, which
should be the top-level guide for the studied flood rescue simulation. They represent the
initial and primary requirements of the users of the simulation system. Based on these
requirements, in the following section, a multi-agent-based simulation system will be
modeled and developed.
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Figure 1. The systematic framework of a conceptual model for flood disaster.

As seen from Figure 1, the top-level structure of the conceptual model for flood
disasters comprises basic elements and mission requirements (will be given in Section 3.1).
Specifically, the basic elements are the conceptual representation of AER functions, while
the mission requirements include the mission classification, mission types, flight mode, etc.
(introduced in Section 3.1). Anyway, these elements and requirements are summarized
following investigations with subject-matter experts in this specific research area. Based
on that, two types of rules are proposed as a general guide for schedule in Section 3.2.
In particular, scheduling rules consist of process-oriented rules and object-oriented rules.
The process-oriented rules are the sequential description of the mission process, while the
object-oriented rules include common behaviors performed by helicopters.

3.1. Top-Level Structure of Conceptual Model

In urban flood disasters, the main types of rescue missions include (but are not limited to)
transfers of personnel, goods/material, large equipment, air patrols, monitoring, etc. [11,12].
For the simplification and feasibility in modeling, the transfer of large equipment was
considered as the transfer of goods/materials in the present study. In addition, air patrols
and monitoring were not included because of the complexity of airspace applications
and conflicts [66–68].

Figure 2 gives the basic elements of the studied conceptual model, including the heli-
copter, command-and-control center, temporary take-off/landing points, mission demand
points, resettlement points, loading points, and unloading points. Based on scheduling
rules (introduced below), the command-and-control center is responsible for giving com-
mands to helicopters during the mission. The definitions and functions of the elements are
as follows:
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1. Command-and-control center (C)

As the centralized controller of AER, the command-and-control center can receive
and process the mission information in real-time, such as the location and quantity of
transferring personnel and material. Based on the predefined rules, it can also find available
helicopters to assign the transfer mission(s).

2. Temporary take-off/landing point (PT)

The temporary take-off/landing point is a place or an airport with relief supplies near
the disaster location. In the mission scenario, assume that there is one or more PT, where the
required rescue resources, including personnel, goods/material, and large equipment, have
been prepared there. It is justified to include this temporary point because usually, there
are no available take-off/landing points at the flooded locations, which can affect rescue
efficiency and helicopter deployment [69,70]. The rescue helicopters depart from distant
navigable airports and first fly to PT for loading and fuelling, to get ready for scheduling.

3. Mission demand point (PD)

The mission demand point is the disaster occurrence location, the target of helicopters,
and rescue resources. During the initial phase of rescue, one of the important missions is to
drop sand and gravel for flood prevention.

4. Resettlement point (PR)

The resettlement point is the safe location where personnel (including the wounded)
are transported from PD. It is worth noting that the space for the helicopters is limited at the
PR, the same with PT and PD; Therefore, if multiple helicopters are arriving at a similar time
and there is no space available, they need to be in a queue based on the low-fuel-first-service
rule (see Section 3.2).
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5. Helicopter loading point (PL) & unloading point (PU)

The loading point is the location where personnel, goods/material, and equipment
are loaded onto helicopters, while the unloading point is where these supplies are going.
In some mission scenarios, loading/unloading points are just the above-mentioned point(s)
(temporary, demand, or resettlement), but for some other situations, new places are chosen
as the helicopter loading/unloading points, depending on the specific mission requirements.
The potential situations are summarized in Table 1.

Table 1. Correspondence between loading points and unloading points under different
mission types.

Mission
Classification Mission Type Load Flight Loading Point Unloading Point

Personnel
transfer mission

Hanging and
exporting personnel People Slung-load (Hover) PD PR

Landing and
exporting personnel People Normal (Land) PD PR

Hovering and
importing personnel People Slung-load (Hover) PT PD

Landing and
importing personnel People Normal (Land) PT PD

Goods/Material
transfer mission

Airdrop goods/material Goods/Material Slung-load (Hover) PT PD
Landing and transporting

goods/material Goods/Material Normal (Land) PT PD

Blocking dike Goods/Material Slung-load (Hover) PT PD
Hanging and transporting

large equipment Large Equipment Slung-load (Hover) PT PD

There are two kinds of missions: (1). personnel transfer; (2). goods/material transfer.
Obviously, the difference between these two categories is whether the load is per-

sonnel or goods/material. For the goods/material transfer, PD and PU are the same
place. Differently, the personnel transfer includes both exporting and importing person-
nel from PD. Therefore, the mission types and flight modes differ depending on the
mission requirements.

3.2. Scheduling Rules

Scheduling rules are the general guide for AER scheduling. These rules indicate
the general and basic functions which should be implemented by the above-mentioned
elements in flood rescue. After developing the rules, a simulation system for flood rescue
is needed for the mission simulation and the rescue scheme evaluation. The simulation
system to be built should follow these rules and implement all corresponding functions.
The behavior-based scheduling rules in the present study are divided into two parts:
process-oriented scheduling rules and object-oriented scheduling rules. The details of these
two parts are given as follows:

6. Process-oriented scheduling rules

Process-oriented scheduling rules are sequential scheduling rules to directly describe
the mission execution process, which focuses on the function and behavior during the
mission but does not specify the objects.

Step 1 Use the historical flood disaster data to design a mission scenario, including
the disaster location, area, number of people affected, and other information.

Step 2 Deploy rescue helicopters at temporary take-off/landing points near the loca-
tion where the flood disaster occurs.

Step 3 Confirm rescue missions and priorities.
Based on the mission scenario, extract the assumed rescue demand, and classify the

helicopter missions according to Table 1 (in Section 3.1). After confirming the rescue scheme
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(steps 2 & step 3), the mission priority can be directly assigned by the user (in EXCEL).
While setting the value of the mission priority, multiple factors should be considered, such
as the climate and weather, the helicopter flight condition, the risk of secondary disasters,
the freight volume of personnel or goods/material in the flood disaster scenario, etc. For
example, it is more difficult to carry out helicopter rescue at disaster sites in bad weather
conditions. Therefore, to include that, it is justified to set a high priority value for such a
mission by the user.

Step 4 Choose the available and suitable helicopters.
Check the following aspects to choosing helicopters: mission matches or not, current

state, fuel, maximum loads, and time to arrive. Noting that the mission situation may be
updated during the whole rescue process (see Step 6) thus, helicopter(s) should be chosen
whenever needed.

Step 5 The selected helicopters move to temporary take-off/landing points, loading
points, and unloading points to perform rescue missions.

Step 6 Update situation when: (1). freight volume at mission demand points changes;
(2). helicopter state switches from ‘available’ to ’busy’ (and vice versa).

Step 7 Rescue missions complete when demanded freight volume is zero.
Step 8 End the simulation when all helicopters return to temporary take-off/landing points.

7. Object-oriented scheduling rules (shown in Figure 3)

In this paper, the helicopter is the only disaster responder and the most complex
element; thus, there is a need to develop detailed requirements for helicopters. In the next
section, the Helicopter Agent in the simulation system will be constructed based on these
object-oriented rules.

Object-oriented scheduling rules are formed as responder-based rules because the behav-
ior logic of objects (i.e., disaster responders) is the key part of simulating real AER missions.
These rules comprise three parts: helicopter state switch, judgment, and flight. The judgments
considered consist of the location judgment and take-off/landing/hovering conditions.

Part 1 Helicopter state switch.
The helicopter state is divided into two types: the ‘available’ state and the ‘busy’

state. There are two ‘available’ states, including standby state after being supported at
temporary take-off/landing points and mission completion state. There are three ‘busy’
states: mission execution state, being-supported state at temporary take-off/landing points,
and course reversal state for refueling. Figure 3 gives the behaviors that lead to the
helicopter state switches, from choosing the helicopter to completing this rescue mission.
Choosing a helicopter is assigning a specific rescue mission to a suitable helicopter in
sequence: receiving support at a designated temporary take-off/landing point, loading
at a designated loading point, and unloading at a designated unloading point. Each
time the helicopter finishes supporting or unloading, the helicopter state switches from
‘busy’ to ‘available.’ Similarly, the demanded freight volume changes each time when the
helicopter completes loading. As the mission progresses, the rules in the following parts
can be implemented.

Part 2 Judgement.

8. Location judgment

When the helicopter selection is completed, the judgment of helicopter location is
carried out in turn: (1). whether it is at the temporary take-off/landing point; (2). loading
point and unloading point. Then, according to the location judgment results, move or judge
take-off/landing/hovering conditions.

9. Take-off/landing/hovering conditions.

If there is no free take-off area at the temporary take-off/landing points, mission
demand points, and resettlement points, helicopters queue up for take-off. The rule of
the queue is the take-off weight, i.e., the higher the take-off weight, the higher priority for
take-off. If there are no free landing areas or any helicopters performing similar missions,
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helicopters queue up for landing or hovering according to the percentage of remaining fuel,
i.e., the higher remaining fuel, the lower priority for landing or hovering.

Part 3 Flight.
There are only three kinds of destinations for helicopters: temporary take-off/landing

point, loading point, and unloading point. The destination should be confirmed before
a flight. The take-off/landing/hovering conditions are judged during the flight because
the real-time situation of the destination is unknown at the beginning. Mission situation
update is implemented after the flight since the freight volume at mission demand points
has been changed.
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4. Simulation System of Helicopter AER Scheduling
4.1. Simulation System Composition and Structure

Based on the above helicopter AER scheduling model, a multi-agent-based helicopter
AER scheduling simulation system is developed, which is comprised of five agents and a
user interface (shown in Figure 4). The multiple agents are Controller Agent, Helicopter
Agent, and three point-agents: Temporary Take-off/Landing Point Agent, Loading Point
Agent, and Unloading Point Agent. These agents correspond to the elements in the
conceptual model of Section 3. The simulated information interactions among these model
elements are drawn in Figure 5.
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As seen in Figure 4, there are ten behaviors (Nos. 1–10) considered for the five agents.
Among them, both the Controller Agent and the Helicopter Agent perform six behaviors,
i.e., Nos. 1–6 for the controller, while Nos. 3, 5, 7–10 for the helicopter. In contrast,
the other three agents are relatively simpler and only perform two behaviors for each,
i.e., Nos. 5 and 7 for the temporary take-off/landing point and loading point, while Nos. 5,
8 for the unloading point.

As seen in Figure 5, behaviors can produce information interactions among agents.
For example, the mission execution behaviors of the helicopter change the rescue demand.
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Thus, the new mission information needs to be sent to the controller, who processes the in-
formation in real-time. In turn, helicopter behaviors are triggered by these interactions. For
example, the judgment of mission execution relies on real-time take-off/landing/hovering
conditions at the corresponding points. As the command center, the controller sends in-
formation to the helicopter: state, mission, location, performance, and fuel consumption,
while the controller sends information to three point-agents: mission information and
take-off/landing/hovering conditions.

Generally, the behaviors of the Helicopter Agent are designed directly by the above
object-oriented scheduling rules; for example, the behaviors performed by the Helicopter
Agent include state transition, judgment, and loading/unloading mission execution. On
the other hand, the behaviors of different agents explain the mission execution process
based on the above process-oriented scheduling rules; for example, both the Helicopter
Agent and the Unloading Point Agent perform the unloading mission. The user interface
enables the read-in of mission scenarios, the visualization of helicopter AER, and the output
of the simulation effectiveness results for different rescue schemes, which will be discussed
in Section 4.3.

4.2. Agent Behavior and Logic

AnyLogic simulation platform has proved to be a powerful tool for the M&S of
complex missions [47,48]. The proposed agents are built on AnyLogic to model the above
behaviors and logic by using the finite state machine (FSM) concept. The built finite states
generally include an entry point, state, transition, and branch. They correspond to the
element start, activity, state change, and location/condition judgment, respectively. Among
them, the transition indicates a change in the agent’s behavior. When a transition is taken,
some specific action is performed, and the agent behavior switches from one to another.
Given the uncertainty of the helicopter rescue for flood, the transition would be triggered by
the timeout, updated conditions, and received messages. Behavior is activated and changed
according to the up-to-date actions and conditions of the helicopters. The behaviors of the
five agents and their functions are summarized in Table 2. These behaviors are considered
because they are closely linked with each other through the interaction among agents.
Moreover, they play an important role in flood rescue.

The Controller Agent performs as a command and schedule center for the AER mission.
In the simulation system, it is also the interaction center, receiving and sending messages
from/to other agents to perform different tasks in different states. Table 3 shows the agent
messages and the implication built into the simulation system. In particular, messages from
point-agents are sent by the ground operators at the location in the real rescue. Anyway,
Table 4 provides the list of simulation variables and variable settings for the simulation
experiment design of helicopter rescue. Based on the agent models and variable settings, the
agent messages receiving and sending from/to other agents could be performed. The initial
value of the variable is determined by mission scenarios, assumptions, and equipment
characteristics. Noting that the variable initialization should be independent of the built
simulation models, which means they can be changed according to the specific scenarios
and/or helicopter characteristics. For practical use, it is recommended to carefully consider
the real situations and set the initial values before the potential simulation runs and the
scheme evaluation. Additionally, the agent messages could be varied by the initial values of
variables and be measured from the simulation execution. Based on that, different mission
scenarios and rescue schemes would be differentiated.
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Table 2. Agents in Helicopter AER Scheduling Simulation System, their behaviors, and functions.

Agent Behavior Explanation

Controller Agent

Load mission scenarios Reading the database information corresponding to mission
scenarios through the user interface

Load mission priorities Sorting the mission release order of the simulation system
according to the mission priority

Choose helicopters Choosing helicopters according to scheduling rules

Judgement Judging when the simulation starts and whether the simulation
end conditions are met

Situation update Reassigning missions according to the updated
missions and priorities

Evaluation Evaluating the simulation effectiveness result for different
rescue schemes

Helicopter Agent

Mission execution Describing the helicopter logic during the loading/unloading
mission execution

State transition Showing the transition between ‘available’ state and ‘busy’ state
Fuel consumption Calculating the fuel consumption
Situation update Delivering helicopter state transition information

Judgement Describing judgement of mission execution, state transition, fuel
consumption, and situation update

Temporary
Take-off/Landing

Point Agent

Loading mission execution Describing the loading mission execution when temporary
take-off/landing point coincides with loading point

Situation update Describing the change of remaining missions related to the
temporary take-off/landing point

Loading Point Agent
Loading mission execution Describing the execution process of loading missions

Situation update Describing the change of remaining missions related to the
loading point

Unloading Point Agent
Unloading mission execution Describing the execution process of unloading missions

Situation update Describing the change of remaining missions related to the
unloading point

Table 3. Messages sent by agents.

Agent Message Implication

Controller Agent

Start of simulation Simulation start message associated with the user interface of the
simulation system

Mission allocation Information on the assignment of helicopters for missions
corresponding to priority

Updated situation Remaining mission information corresponding to each point after
situation update

Helicopter Agent

Fuel consumption Information on the amount of fuel consumed by helicopters for
determining the percentage of fuel remaining

Start of mission Mission start message after mission allocation associated with the
Controller Agent

State Message reflecting whether helicopter is in ‘available’ or ‘busy’ state

Performance Information of helicopters including useful load, fuel capacity, cruise
speed, passenger capacity, ability to cable land, etc.

Location Geographical coordinate of the helicopter

Point-agents

Num. of take-offs Numbers of helicopters that can take off simultaneously at this point
Num. of landings Numbers of helicopters that can land simultaneously at this point

Mission type Information on the load (personnel/goods/material) and flight mode
(normal flight/slung-load flight)

Mission executability Executability to takeoff/land/hover to perform missions

Mission completion Loading/unloading completion and the change of remaining
missions related to this point
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Table 4. Agent variables used in Helicopter AER Scheduling Simulation System, their types
and functions.

Agent Variable Type Implication

Controller Agent

StartSimulation Boolean Simulation starts or not
Num. of completed missions Int Number of completed missions
Num. of ‘busy’ helicopters Int Number of helicopters in ‘busy’ state

Num. of helicopters Int Number of helicopters
Num. of missions Int Number of missions in the mission scenario
MissionPriority Double Priority of the mission

NoChoice Boolean Situation updated or not

Helicopter Agent

BeginConsumption Boolean Calculate fuel consumption or not
BeginExecute Boolean Situation updated or not

State Boolean ‘available’ state or ‘busy’ state

Performance Performance
(custom java class)

Information of helicopters including useful
load, fuel capacity, cruise speed, passenger

capacity, ability to cable land, etc.
Fuel consumption rate Double The ratio of fuel consumption to time

Fuel consumption time Double Time of fuel consumption including flying,
take-off, landing, and hovering

Location Location (custom
java class) Geographical coordinate of the helicopter

Point-agents

Num. of take-offs Int Numbers of helicopters that can take off
simultaneously at this point

Num. of landings Int Numbers of helicopters that can land
simultaneously at this point

Num. of missions Int Number of missions that can be performed
simultaneously at this point

FinishMission Boolean Mission completed or not
FlightMode Boolean Loaded in fuselage or slung load operation

Three kinds of messages are sent by the Controller Agent: start of the simulation,
mission allocation, and up-dated situation. Among them, the mission allocation message is
sent to the helicopter for the mission execution. And the updated situation message is sent
to points to update the rescue demand. The messages sent by the Helicopter Agent include
fuel consumption, the start of the mission, state, performance, and location. Except for the
start of the mission, all messages are sent to the controller for the helicopter selection.
For three point-agents, messages they send constitute the take-off/landing/hovering
conditions in the object-oriented scheduling rules and the updated situation in the process-
oriented scheduling rules. The initial message is determined by mission scenarios. With
the execution of behavior, messages are constantly updated and sent to the controller
for processing. Noting that behaviors may repeat during the whole rescue process thus,
messages should be updated whenever the behaviors change.

In the following contents, five agents will be discussed in detail with the specific flow
chart of logic. In addition, pseudo codes are also provided to better describe the agent
models in this simulation system.

4.2.1. Controller Agent

According to the scheduling process and conceptual model of the command-and-
control center in Section 3, the Controller Agent was built to process real-time information
and send commands for unified resource allocation. All the behaviors of the Controller
Agent during the simulation follow the above scheduling rules in the helicopter AER
scheduling model. In chronological order, there are six categories of behaviors: mission
scenario confirmation, mission priority confirmation, helicopter selection, judgment, situa-
tion update, and evaluation. The first five behaviors are contained in agent logic (shown in
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Figure 6) according to the scheduling rules (in Section 3.2), while the evaluation is carried
out through the scheme evaluation interface (will be given in Section 4.3).
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Except for the evaluation, there are also behaviors relevant to the user settings. The
Controller Agent will load the mission scenarios and priorities after the user prepares the
related mission information (in EXCEL). In addition, the user should select helicopters for
different rescue schemes beforehand.

4.2.2. Helicopter Agent

As the most complex agent in logic flow, the Helicopter Agent’s behaviors include
mission execution, state transition, fuel consumption, situation update, and the judgment
of these four behaviors (shown in Figure 7).
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Mission execution behavior is divided into three stages: pre-mission, execution process,
and post-mission, which confirm different information with the Controller Agent. For
example, in the pre-mission stage, messages sent by the Helicopter Agent comprise fuel
consumption, state, performance, and location. Based on that, the Controller Agent chooses
accessible and suitable helicopters in order of mission priority. Regarding the execution
process, helicopters perform loading or unloading missions according to the mission
allocation and scheduling rules. In the post-mission stage, the Controller Agent updates
the mission allocation in real-time by collecting the same information as the Helicopter
Agent in the pre-mission stage.

As mentioned in Section 3.2, the state transition is the switch from ‘available’ to
‘busy’ (and vice versa) after the helicopter is supported and completes the current mission,
the state switches from ‘busy’ to ‘available.’ On the other hand, the state switches from
‘available’ to ‘busy’ when performing missions, being supported, and refueling.

Fuel is an important factor in choosing helicopters. Therefore, fuel consumption is
also considered in the simulation, including flying, take-off, landing, and hovering. The
helicopter can be refueled to full at the temporary point. Helicopter state transitions will
update the helicopter situation. The helicopter sends the updated state information to the
controller. Therefore, the controller has an up-to-date helicopter situation.
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By using the messages delivered between agents, different types of judgments can be
made during the mission simulation, including judgments for the rescue mission presence,
locations, the remaining fuel, and judgments for meeting take-off/landing/hovering condi-
tions. These judgments are depicted in the flow chart of Figure 7, also presented by the
pseudo-code of Helicopter Agent logic.

4.2.3. Other Point-Agents

Apart from the Controller and Helicopter Agent, other agents are all the mission-
related point-agents, including the Temporary Take-off/Landing Point Agent, the Loading
Point Agent, and the Unloading Point Agent, just to follow the conceptual model elements
mentioned. All the above agents need a situation update behavior to change the freight
volume at the mission demand point; only in this way the helicopter states and missions
can be updated smoothly and the scheduling rules can be correctly performed.

Figures 8 and 9 show the pseudo codes and the flow charts of these point-agents.
Generally, in both figures, the mission situation is changed, and the message is sent to
the controller at the end of each flow chart. Noting that messages sent by these point-
agents, such as updated freight volume and the number of helicopters, are the basis for the
controller to dispatch missions.
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• Temporary Take-off/Landing Point Agent;

As shown in Table 1, for missions that require importing personnel or goods/material,
the temporary take-off/landing point and mission demand point become the loading point
and unloading point, respectively. In other words, the loading mission will be performed at
the temporary take-off/landing point. After the loading completion, freight volume should
be updated at this point. Then, after the corresponding unloading completion, the related
mission information should be updated to the controller for the following transportation
tasks (shown in Figure 8).
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• Loading/Unloading Point Agent.

No matter for which type of mission, the mission demand point would be either the
loading point or the unloading point. Therefore, for simplicity, the Loading/Unloading
Point-agents can be modeled with the mission execution behavior (shown in Figure 9) and
the situation update behavior (shown in Figure 8). When the loading/unloading point and
the mission demand point are the same, the updated freight volume information of the
mission demand point will change the mission situation.
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4.3. User Interface

In order to fast-read mission scenarios and formulate and display different rescue
schemes, the user interface is designed and added to the simulation system. Users can set
and change the rescue scheme according to the latest flood disaster scenario.

The user interface is comprised of five parts (as shown in Figure 10): mission scenario
interface (MSI), helicopter deployment interface (HDI), mission rehearsal interface (MRI),
scheme evaluation interface (SEI), and GIS map interface (GISMI). Basically, the simulation
system can realize four functions: rapid construction of flood disaster scenarios, helicopter
deployment, mission rehearsal, and effectiveness evaluation.

MSI is to load mission scenario database files and to import scenario information
into the AnyLogic simulation software. The HDI supports the users to manually set
the rescue scheme, for example, selecting the temporary take-off/landing points set in a
mission scenario, deploying the corresponding rescue helicopters, and setting the number
of helicopters. The MRI is used to conduct scheduling rules with mission scenarios and
initialize the Helicopter Agent. The SEI is to evaluate and report the effectiveness of
different rescue schemes. Finally, the GISMI is used as a monitor on the map, i.e., it displays
the real-time mission execution process and helicopter states.
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4.4. Evaluation Method

The evaluation index of helicopter AER here is the standardized mission makespan
(ratios), which reflects the overall resource usage efficiency. This paper considers different
types of missions and helicopters, which increase the complexity of decision-making. For a
more objective and comprehensive evaluation, it is worthy to contain these aspects: time
efficiency, resource utilization efficiency, and standard efficiency. More specifically, mission
makespan is the average transfer time of multiple helicopters, which represents the time
efficiency. Resource utilization efficiency is a percentage that reflects the usage of capacity
resources and, more importantly, means cost-effectiveness [71]. Furthermore, an integrated
index is calculated from these time results, which is the final objective for the rescue
scheme evaluation.

The two types of mission makespan are the average personnel transfer time (Tp) and
the unit-weight goods/material transfer time (Tgm). Due to the delay of coordination, in
real applications, it usually takes a longer time (per unit) when more people or goods
need to be transferred. Thus, the relationship between the helicopter transfer time and
the demanded freight volume should be non-linear. In order to include that, the time-
consuming coefficient µ and the difficulty coefficientω are introduced to standardize the
helicopter transfer time under different freight volumes at mission demand points. The
calculation formulas of the above two coefficients are given as follows, which is a function
of the personnel number or the weight of goods/material:

µ =
1

1 +
(
kper − 10

)
· 0.01

(1)

ω =
1

1 +
(

kkg100 − 100
)
· 0.001

(2)

where kper is the number of personnel, person; kkg100 is the weight of goods/material, kg.
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The helicopter transfer time is calculated as the sum of waiting time (Tw), handover
time (Th), and transfer time (Tt). Tw is the interval between the rescue helicopter receiving
transfer command and the rescue helicopter arriving at loading points. Th is the interval
between the rescue helicopter arriving at loading points and loading completed. Tt is
the interval between loading completed at loading points and unloading completed at
unloading points.

Tp is calculated as the ratio of the sum of the average helicopter transfer time of each
sortie to the total number of sorties:

Tp =
∑n

i
(Twi+Thi+Tti)·µi

kperi

n
(3)

where kperi is the number of personnel transferred in the ith sortie of personnel transfer
missions; n is the total number of sorties during performing personnel transfer missions.

Similarly, Tgm is calculated as:

Tgm =
∑m

j
(Twj+Thj+Ttj)·ωj

kgmj

m
(4)

where kgmj is the weighty of goods/material transferred in the jth sortie of goods/material
transfer mission; m is the number of sorties during performing goods/material
transfer missions.

Resource utilization efficiency is the ratio of the total freight volume to the freight
capacity. The freight capacity is the sum of the maximum freight volumes that can be
carried by all sorties. The two types of resource utilization efficiency are personnel resource
utilization efficiency (ηper) and the goods/material resource utilization efficiency (ηgm). In
the real situation, the volume of personnel/goods/material loaded on the helicopter is not
necessarily the maximum volume that can be loaded during scheduling. Therefore, it is
justified to quantify the cost-effectiveness of different schemes to avoid resource waste in
the optimal scheme. ηgm is calculated as the total number of personnel transferred by the
helicopter divided by the maximum passenger capacity of the helicopter:

ηper =
∑n

i kperi

∑n
i k∗

peri
(5)

where k∗
peri is the maximum number of personnel that can be loaded in the ith sortie of

personnel transfer mission.
Similarly, ηgm is calculated as:

ηgm =
∑m

j kgmj

∑m
j k∗

gmj
(6)

where k∗
gmj is the maximum weight of goods/materials that can be loaded in the jth sortie

of goods/material transfer mission.
Corresponding to mission makespan, the two types of evaluation index, i.e., stan-

dardized mission makespan, are calculated as the ratio of mission makespan and resource
utilization efficiency:

T∗
p =

Tp

ηper
(7)

T∗
gm =

Tgm

ηgm
(8)

where T∗
p is the standardized average personnel transfer time; T∗

gm is the standardized
unit-weight goods/material transfer time.
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Lastly, a particular point of the Pareto front in the objective space is selected. The
effectiveness evaluation of AER missions is a multi-objective decision problem. Therefore,
an integrated index (rk) is introduced to integrate the two types of evaluation index into
one [72,73]. The optimal scheme is the one in which the point is the least distant from
ideal objectives [74]:

OptimalScheme = min(rk) (9)

where

rk =

√√√√λ( T∗
pk

T∗
pmax

)2 + (
T∗

gmk

T∗
gmmax

)2 (10)

rk is the integrated index; T∗
pk is the standardized, average personnel transfer time of

the kth scheme; T∗
pmax is the maximum standardized average personnel transfer time; T∗

gmk

is the standardized unit-weight goods/material transfer time of the kth scheme; T∗
gmmax

is the maximum standardized unit-weight goods/material transfer time; λ is the priority
weight and set as 1, which indicates personnel transfer mission and goods/material transfer
mission are equally important.

5. Case Study

In order to validate the above simulation system, the case study is given in this section
which comprises four parts: mission scenarios, rescue helicopter deployment, simulation
validation, and effectiveness evaluation (as shown in Figure 11). The mission-scenario
part consists of two types: helicopter AER force scenario and flood disaster scenario,
which correspond to the helicopter AER force database and the flood disaster database,
respectively. As discussed in Section 4.3, the database files should be manually set by the
user and imported through the user interface. The part of rescue helicopter deployment
determines multiple schemes based on different types and the quantity of helicopter AER
teams. The third part, simulation validation, is the visual simulation of the helicopter
AER scheduling model according to the previous two parts. The last part, effectiveness
evaluation, is the data analysis of the third part for multi-scheme comparison.

Figure 11. The framework of the case study. LCD is a location and capability database. RHID is a
rescue helicopter information database. FID is a flight information database. DMD is a database of
the latitude and longitude of disaster sites and mission demand. LPCD is a capability database of
loading points. UPCD is a capability database of unloading points.
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5.1. Mission Scenarios

Mission scenarios include the flood disaster scenario and the helicopter AER force
scenario. The flood disaster scenario contains the disaster information, mission types,
and mission demand, And the helicopter AER force scenario contains the location and
capability of temporary take-off/landing points and the performance of rescue helicopters.
The simplified mission scenarios use the data and information from the flood disasters in
Hubei Province, China (which happened in July 2020).

5.1.1. Flood Disaster Scenario

During the daytime on July 7th, 2020, the torrential rain in the middle reaches of the
Yangtze River led to flood disasters in Wuhan and surrounding areas. The information on
disaster locations (Place A, B, and C) and resettlement points (Point D and E) are as follows:

Place A is in Wuhan City. The coordinates are 30.39◦ N, 114.33◦ E. 8000 kg of goods
and materials are needed; and 200 trapped people, including a critically ill patient, need to
be transported out to resettlement point E with coordinates of 30.52◦ N, 114.23◦ E.

Place B is also in Wuhan City. The coordinates are 30.58◦ N, and 114.51◦ E. The lake
near Place B is at risk of a dike break. Since the risk of secondary disasters is very high
(usually within 24 h), this mission priority is at the top. 10,000 kg of sand and gravel need
to be quickly dispatched for flood control, and a piece of large-scale equipment weighing 8
tons needs to be transported to Place B.

Place C is near the Wuhan City center with coordinates of 30.6◦ N, 114.03◦ E. 5000 kg
of materials need to be transported here, and 198 trapped people need to be transported to
the resettlement point D with coordinates of 30.14◦ N, 114.64◦ E.

In addition, 80 people and 2600 kg of materials need to be transported from Point D
to Point E. all these five Points are available for one helicopter to take off and land at one
time. In this paper, as an example case, the operational information of disaster sites in the
flood disaster scenario is given in Table 5, which could be directly assigned and changed
by the user. Meanwhile, the information on the disaster scenario is used as the input
parameters for the studied simulation validation along with the following information on
rescue helicopters and rescue schemes (see Sections 5.1.2 and 5.2).

Table 5. Information on disaster sites in the example case.

Disaster Site
Information Place A Place B Place C Point D Point E

Longitude (◦) 114.33 114.51 114.03 114.64 114.23
Latitude (◦) 30.39 30.58 30.6 30.14 30.52

Freight volume of personnel (person) 200 0 198 80 80
Freight volume of goods/material (kg) 8000 10,000 5000 2600 2600

Large equipment needed (piece) 0 1 0 0 0
Precipitation grade of rain weather 4 4 0 4 4

Risk of secondary disasters (%) 0 30 0 0 0
Personnel transfer mission priority 2 / 1 0.4 0.4

Goods/material transfer mission priority 1.5 2.1 0.46 0.36 0.36
Equipment transfer mission priority / 0.94 / / /

5.1.2. Helicopter AER Force Scenario

The surrounding temporary take-off/landing points include the Wuhan Hannan
General Aviation Airport, Xiantao Airport, Lishan General Aviation Airport, Jingmen
Zhanghe Airport, Jingdezhen Lumeng Airport, Zhuzhou Lusong Airport, and Laiwu
Xueye Airport. The information on temporary take-off/landing points and available
helicopters are all given in Tables 6 and 7. Noting that both the person number and the
person weight can be used to describe the passenger capacity. The only difference is
whether the body weight is multiplied when calculating. Although the person weight
factor may be essential for some specific scenarios, in this case, it is equivalent to the person
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number. In terms of time parameters, they consist of the refueling time, the waiting time,
and the handover time. Since the estimation of time parameters may be different in real
situations following the expert experience, Table 7 provides an example case of mission
scenarios. In the developed simulation system, the Helicopter Agent will load the time
parameters after the user prepares the related information (in EXCEL). As given in Table 7,
the data on helicopter characteristics are collected from [75,76], and the time parameters
are determined through the survey from experts in this research area.

Table 6. Information about surrounding temporary take-off/landing points.

Airport
Information Wuhan Xiantao Lishan Jingmen Jingdezhen Laiwu Zhuzhou

Longitude (◦) 114.06 113.6 113.33 112.05 117.08 117.57 113.21
Latitude (◦) 30.25 30.41 31.89 30.98 29.14 36.44 27.77

Helicopter stands (a) 28 10 16 28 2 8 10
Maximum simultaneous takeoffs (a) 25 4 4 8 20 8 10
Maximum simultaneous landings (a) 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Maximum number of supporting
helicopters simultaneously (a) 1 0 0 1 1 1 1

Maximum number of refueling
simultaneously (a) 1 0 0 1 0 1 1

Table 7. Information of available helicopters.

Available
Helicopter

Information
AC313 EC135 Enstrom

480
PZL

SW-4
Robinson

R44 Mi-26 Eurocopter
AS350

Max useful load (kg) 5000 1500 500 600 300 20,000 1026
Fuel capacity (L) 4750 700 340 471 140 12,000 540

Maximum takeoff mass (kg) 13,800 2500 1361 1800 1133 56,000 2250
Cruise speed (km/h) 250 230 211 182 202 255 226
Passenger capacity (a) 27 7 4 4 3 82 4
Ability to cable land 1 1 0 0 0 1 0
Refueling time (min) 9.5 1.5 0.7 1 0.5 24 1.1

Waiting time before refueling (min) 35 43 45 44 45 45 44
Handover time of personnel (min/person) 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

Handover time of goods/material (min/100 kg) 10 10 10 10 10 10 10

5.2. Rescue Helicopter Deployment

Table 8 gives five rescue schemes, including the location and quantity of different heli-
copters. The multiple rescue schemes differ in the location and number of large helicopters
(Mi-26), as well as the adequacy of small/medium-size helicopters near Wuhan. Different
from the other four schemes, the number of helicopters is the largest in Scheme 1, as are the
large helicopters.

Table 8. Information on rescue schemes.

Airport Helicopter Scheme 1 Scheme 2 Scheme 3 Scheme 4 Scheme 5

Wuhan Hannan General
Aviation Airport

AC313 2 2 1 2 2
EC135 1 1 1 1

Enstrom 480 1 1 1 1
PZL SW-4 2 2 1 2 2

Robinson R44 2 2 2 2 2
Mi-26 2 1
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Table 8. Cont.

Airport Helicopter Scheme 1 Scheme 2 Scheme 3 Scheme 4 Scheme 5

Xintao Airport

AC313 1 1 1
EC135 1 1 1 1

Robinson R44 1
Eurocopter AS350 1 1 1 1

Lishan General Aviation Airport EC135 1

Jingmen Zhanghe Airport
AC313 1
EC135 1
Mi-26 1 1

Jingdezhen Lumeng Airport SW-4 1 1 1 1 1

Zhuzhou Lusong Airport EC135 1 1 1

Laiwu Xueye Airport Mi-26 1

5.3. Simulation Validation

Based on the above two parts and the simulation system, the simulation valida-
tion of the proposed five rescue schemes were carried out. For the Anylogic simulation,
the real-time simulation speed can be changed: ×1, ×2, or as fast as possible (virtual
time mode). In this simulation case, the simulation system could perform five rescue
schemes and the required scheduling functions smoothly. Specifically, the evaluation index,
i.e., standardized mission makespan (see Section 4.4), was obtained almost immediately
after the simulation (less than 1 s) for each rescue scheme. Regarding the simulation time,
it wouldn’t be more than 10 s for each rescue scheme if simulated in virtual time mode.
Therefore, the feasibility and the rapidity could be validated through this simulation case.

Due to the uncertainty of agent interaction, the evaluation results of the same rescue
scheme are slightly different. Therefore, we performed one hundred simulations for each
rescue scheme for the validation and took the mean value as the final result (shown in,
Figures 12–14). Table 9 presents the results of one certain simulation for Scheme 1, While
Table 10 gives the mean values and the standard deviations of simulation results for
different rescue schemes. As shown in Table 9, numerous sorties are scheduled for two
types of missions. The total time of waiting time (Tw), handover time (Th), and transfer
time (Tt) is collected from simulations. Based on the time results and the criterion in
Section 4.4, the effectiveness of different schemes is investigated. As shown in Table 10,
the standard deviations describe the dispersion of simulation results. Meanwhile, the
simulation results include two types: the mission makespan (Tp and Tgm), the resource
utilization efficiency (ηper and ηgm), and the standardized mission makespan (T∗

p and T∗
gm).

The following section observes the results of different rescue schemes and provides analyses
of the scheme’s effectiveness.

Figures 12–14 show the distribution, mean values, and standard deviations of simula-
tion results. In these figures, the red parts represent the simulation results of the personnel
transfer mission, and the blue represents the simulation results of the goods/material
transfer mission. Specifically, Figure 12 shows the results of the mission makespan
(Tp and Tgm). The shorter the mission makespan, the higher the transfer efficiency. The
violin diagram on the left of Figure 12 shows that the distribution of Tp in Scheme 2 is
concentrated since 70% of the data are distributed in the interquartile range (i.e., 25% to
75% of the data range after the sample is arranged from small to large). Except for that, the
distribution of Tgm in each scheme is uniformly distributed. For example, 60% of Tgm in
Scheme 4 is distributed in the interquartile range. Moreover, the standard deviation of the
mission makespan of Schemes 3–5 equals or is smaller than 4 min. The median is not much
different from the expectation of each scheme. Therefore, there are almost no odd data in
the simulation results.
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Figure 13 shows the results of the resource utilization efficiency (ηper and ηgm). The
resource utilization efficiency reflects the cost of mission execution. The higher the utiliza-
tion efficiency, the lower the mission cost. The Y-axes represent the resource utilization
efficiency. The one on the left is for personnel transfer missions (ηper), and the one on the
right is for goods/material transfer missions (ηgm). No matter which scheme, ηgm is lower
than ηper because the transfer cost of large equipment is high. Except for Scheme 3, the
ranges of data distribution in the other schemes are all small; for example, 70% of ηper in
Scheme 1 are distributed in the interquartile range. In addition to Scheme 3, the standard
deviations of the resource utilization efficiency for Schemes 1, 2, 4, and 5 are all smaller
than 5%. The reason is that helicopters that perform the same mission have roughly similar
freight capacity during scheduling.
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Table 9. Results of one certain simulation for Scheme 1.

No. Helicopter Sortie kper
(Person) µ

Tw+Th+Tt
(min)

Tp
(min/Person)

kkg100
(kg) ω

Tw+Th+Tt
(min)

Tgm
(min/100 kg)

1 AC313 1st 27 1.17 87.01 2.75 / / / /
1 AC313 2nd 27 1.17 208.27 6.59 / / / /
1 AC313 3rd / / / / 2000 1.1 98.07 0.04
1 AC313 4th 27 1.17 203.90 6.45 / / / /
2 AC313 1st 27 1.17 97.50 3.09 / / / /
2 AC313 2nd 12 1.02 291.88 23.85 / / / /
2 AC313 3rd 27 1.17 244.90 7.75 / / / /
3 EC135 1st / / / / 1500 1.05 52.19 0.03
3 EC135 2nd 7 1 68.40 9.77 / / / /
3 EC135 3rd 7 1 147.90 21.13 / / / /
3 EC135 4th / / / / 1500 1 73.37 0.05
3 EC135 5th 7 1 155.98 22.28 / / / /
4 Enstrom 480 1st 5 1 145.08 29.02 / / / /
4 Enstrom 480 2nd 5 1 137.39 27.48 / / / /
4 Enstrom 480 3rd / / / / 500 1 123.77 0.25
5 PZL SW-4 1st 5 1 309.30 61.86 / / / /
5 PZL SW-4 2nd 5 1 64.79 12.96 / / / /
6 PZL SW-4 1st 5 1 145.93 29.19 / / / /
6 PZL SW-4 2nd 5 1 92.50 18.50 / / / /
6 PZL SW-4 3rd 5 1 245.20 49.04 / / / /
7 Robinson R44 1st / / / / 300 1 97.25 0.32
7 Robinson R44 2nd 4 1 222.12 55.53 / / / /
7 Robinson R44 3rd 4 1 78.63 19.66 / / / /
8 Robinson R44 1st 4 1 51.93 12.98 / / / /
8 Robinson R44 2nd 4 1 349.45 87.36 / / / /
9 Mi-26 1st / / / / 10,000 1.9 2019.34 0.11

10 Mi-26 1st / / / / 8000 1.7 22.34 0.002
10 Mi-26 2nd 82 1.72 237.91 1.69 / / / /
10 Mi-26 3rd 69 1.59 202.28 1.84 / / / /
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Table 9. Cont.

No. Helicopter Sortie kper
(Person) µ

Tw+Th+Tt
(min)

Tp
(min/Person)

kkg100
(kg) ω

Tw+Th+Tt
(min)

Tgm
(min/100 kg)

11 AC313 1st / / / / 5000 1.4 52.13 0.007
11 AC313 2nd 27 1.17 78.89 2.50 / / / /
11 AC313 3rd 27 1.17 93.28 2.95 / / / /
11 AC313 4th 27 1.17 106.62 3.38 / / / /
11 AC313 5th / / / / 200 1 63.84 0.32
11 AC313 6th 1 1 96.41 96.41 / / / /
12 EC135 1st / / / / 1500 1.05 96.01 0.06
12 EC135 2nd 7 1 268.76 38.39 / / / /

13 Eurocopter
AS350 1st / / / / 1000 1 331.19 0.33

13 Eurocopter
AS350 2nd / / / / 1000 1 231.61 0.23

14 PZL SW-4 1st 5 1 426.31 85.26 / / / /
15 EC135 1st / / / / 1100 1.01 153.30 0.14
15 EC135 2nd 7 1 100.31 14.33 / / / /
15 EC135 3rd 7 1 245.20 35.03 / / / /

Table 10. Mean values and standard deviations of simulation results correspond to different
rescue schemes.

Rescue Scheme
Simulation Results Scheme 1 Scheme 2 Scheme 3 Scheme 4 Scheme 5

Average personnel transfer time (min/person) Mean values 25.89 26.79 24.88 22.99 26.71
Standard deviations 5.85 2.67 1.70 2.87 3.87

Unit-weight goods/material transfer time
(min/100 kg)

Mean values 15.44 23.02 17.54 12.80 13.84
Standard deviations 2.08 6.44 2.78 3.76 4.05

Resource utilization efficiency for personnel
transfer missions

Mean values 91.00% 95.36% 83.59% 90.66% 84.99%
Standard deviations 0.03 0.02 0.06 0.04 0.02

Resource utilization efficiency for
goods/material transfer missions

Mean values 54.11% 57.08% 51.80% 60.88% 64.08%
Standard deviations 0.03 0.02 0.06 0.04 0.04

Standardized average personnel transfer time
(min/person)

Mean values 28.63 28.10 29.83 25.36 31.46
Standard deviations 7.29 2.76 1.95 2.85 4.73

Standardized unit-weight goods/material
transfer time (min/100 kg)

Mean values 28.46 40.25 34.58 21.25 21.49
Standard deviations 2.86 11.02 8.50 6.90 5.56

Lastly, Figure 14 shows the results of the standardized mission makespan (T∗
p and

T∗
gm). The standardized mission makespan reflects the effectiveness of the mission after con-

sidering the mission efficiency and cost. The shorter the standardized mission makespan,
the better. Scheme 2 not only consumes the most T∗

gm, about 40 min/100 kg, but also
has the largest standard deviations, about 11 min/100 kg. There are a few samples with
a large standardized mission makespan; for example, 20% of T∗

p exceed the 75% quan-
tile in Scheme 5. T∗

p of Scheme 4 is generally less than that of other schemes. For the
goods/material transfer mission, Scheme 4 consumes the shortest T∗

gm (21.25 min/100 kg)
which is close to Scheme 5.

In summary, for the personnel transfer missions, Scheme 4 consumes the shortest time,
about 23 min/person; Scheme 1 and Scheme 3 perform similarly, about 25 min/person;
Scheme 2 and Scheme 5 cost the longest time, about 27 min/person. For the goods/material
transfer missions, Scheme 4 costs the shortest time, about 13 min/100 kg; Scheme 1 and
Scheme 5 use a similar time, about 14 min/100 kg; lastly, Scheme 2 has the longest time,
about 23 min/100 kg.

In addition, it is worth noting that Scheme 2 and Scheme 5 maximize the use of heli-
copter loading resources in personnel and goods/material transfer missions, respectively,
thereby reducing the standardized mission makespan.
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Regardless of the resource utilization efficiency, Scheme 4 performs the best for both
the mission makespan and the standardized mission makespan. Although the utilization
efficiency of the two types of resources in Scheme 4 is not the highest, it does not affect
the mission effectiveness. Therefore, Scheme 4 is chosen as the final optimal design for the
studied mission scenarios. The following contents will continue using the integrated index
(rk) to quantify the best design selection.

5.4. Effectiveness Evaluation and Analysis

The simulation results of different schemes have been compared in Section 5.3. Based
on the two types of the evaluation index (T∗

p and T∗
gm) in the simulation results, the negative

integrated index (rk) is calculated to quantify the effectiveness of different schemes, see
Equation (10). Table 11 gives rk value of the above five rescue schemes. The comparisons
and the merits of these schemes are as follows:

10. No matter whether the loading type is personnel or goods/material, Scheme 4 has the
shortest mission makespan; while considering resource utilization efficiency, Scheme 2
and Scheme 5 stand out of all the schemes.

11. In Scheme 1, the number of helicopters is the largest. There are two Mi-26s in Wuhan,
also sufficient small/medium-sized helicopters nearby for the scheduling. However,
the results show that the effectiveness of the scheme is only in the middle level among
all schemes. Since the helicopter number is constrained by the capabilities of loading
points and unloading points, the multi-sortie deployment of the large helicopter
(Mi-26) may reach the upper limit. Therefore, the helicopter waiting time is increased.

12. In Scheme 2, the personnel resource utilization efficiency is the highest. During the
scheduling process, only small/medium-sized helicopters perform personnel transfer
missions, not large helicopters. The results show that scheduling a large helicopter
will reduce the resource utilization efficiency for transferring personnel.

13. In Scheme 3, eight small/medium-sized helicopters (including one Mi-26) are used,
but not enough for personnel transfer missions. The total passenger capacity is 28%
of the total personnel transfer requirement. Obviously, the results of Scheme 3 have a
gap with better solutions.

14. In Scheme 5, the number of helicopters is the second largest among the five schemes.
There is one Mi-26 outside Hubei Province. Also, many small/medium-sized heli-
copters nearby are dispatched. The results show that personnel transfer costs a long
time, but the goods/material transfer is close to the shortest (from Scheme 4). That
means Scheme 5 is suitable for the AER needs with goods/material transfer missions.
Also, scheduling large helicopters from outside Hubei province has a big impact on
mission effectiveness.

15. The Mi-26 helicopter in Scheme 1 and Scheme 2 is deployed at the Wuhan Hannan
General Aviation Airport in Hubei Province. Differently, the Mi-26 helicopter in Scheme 3
and Scheme 4 is deployed at the Jingmen Zhanghe Airport in Hubei Province.

16. Seen from the results of one certain simulation for Scheme 1 (shown in Table 9), there
are some differences in mission makespan for the same mission in various degrees.
It could be interpreted that the scheme’s effectiveness is clearly related to the freight
volume, the waiting time, the transfer time, and the scheduling sequence.

Table 11. The integrated index corresponds to rescue schemes of different helicopter deployments.

Rescue Scheme Integrated Index

Scheme 1 1.15
Scheme 2 1.34
Scheme 3 1.28
Scheme 4 0.96
Scheme 5 1.13
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In summary, Scheme 4 shows superior over the other schemes, which uses fourteen
deployed helicopters, including one Mi-26 and thirteen small/medium-sized helicopters.
The total freight volume transported consists of 478 people and 33.6 tons of goods and
materials (the sum of demands in disaster locations including Places A, B, and C). Therefore,
in Scheme 4, adequate helicopters are deployed near the disaster locations, which speeds
up the total makespan. Furthermore, helicopters are alternately dispatched to transport
people and goods/materials. In the 100 simulations of Scheme 4, an average of 17 sorties
are transported for people and 40 sorties for goods/materials.

6. Conclusions and Further Study

For flood rescue, this paper proposes a helicopter AER scheduling conceptual model
and develops a helicopter AER scheduling simulation system. In particular, the process-
oriented and object-oriented scheduling rules are developed as the general guide for
scheduling in the conceptual model. The case study in this paper presents the simulation
results of different schemes for flood rescue in Hubei Province, China. Apart from statistical
analyses, the scheduling sequence, and the response time of one certain simulation are
explained as a scheme example. Moreover, the effectiveness evaluation is provided. The
standardized mission makespan is adopted as the evaluation index of the evaluation
method for multi-rescue-scheme comparison. The conceptual model and multi-agent-
based simulation system can be applied to simulate and evaluate other rescue schemes for
other flood disasters by resetting the mission scenarios and helicopter deployment. The
conclusions of this paper are as follows:

• This paper enables the quantitative comparison of deployment strategies for different
types of helicopters. Comparison results show that, compared with heavy reliance
on large helicopters, the balanced deployment of different types of helicopters can
help improve mission effectiveness. This provides a counterintuitive reference for the
construction of the AER force of the government department.

• This paper also reveals two dominant strategies for helicopter schedule. It can im-
prove resource utilization efficiency when scheduling small/medium-sized helicopters
instead of large helicopters to transfer people in object-oriented scheduling. As for
process-oriented scheduling, it can improve the scheme’s effectiveness when transfer-
ring people and goods/materials alternately.

• The findings of this paper explain the strong correlation between the scheme’s effec-
tiveness and the scheduling procedure. The interpretations of the case study suggest
that the scheduling procedures entail variations in the response time and resource
utilization efficiency. This demonstrates the significance of decision-making support
in AER missions.

• The conceptual model and simulation system can be served as an auxiliary quantitative
decision-making tool in evaluating the real rescue schemes of AER for flood disasters.
The M&S method proves to be effective for rationality and effectiveness.

Many extensions of this study could be considered for future research. For example,
other disaster responders (such as trucks and buses) are not considered, except for heli-
copters. Therefore, in our future research, a promising direction is flood rescue involving
collaboration with helicopters and ground vehicles. Apart from that, future research will
consider additional potential effects of some parameters, for example, the limitations of
the flight route, multi-variable weather conditions, different loading strategies, and envi-
ronmental factors around the mission points. These potential effects would be involved
in a higher-resolution simulation. It should not only refine the association between flight
conditions and evaluation indexes but also apply the Helicopter AER scheduling model
and simulation system to various flight/weather/environment scenarios. Another example
is more helicopter characteristics will be addressed in rescue mission assignments, such as
the take-off/landing time, the performance under different flight conditions, etc. So that
it could provide more bases for mission assignments, as well as enable access to the most
available and suitable helicopter.
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